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In the past two decades, phonon transport within nanoporous thin films has attracted enormous

attention for their potential applications in thermoelectrics and thermal insulation. Various

computational studies have been carried out to explain the thermal conductivity reduction within

these thin films. Considering classical phonon size effects, the lattice thermal conductivity can be

predicted assuming diffusive pore-edge scattering of phonons and bulk phonon mean free paths.

Following this, detailed phonon transport can be simulated for a given porous structure to find the lat-

tice thermal conductivity [Hao et al., J. Appl. Phys. 106, 114321 (2009)]. However, such simulations

are intrinsically complicated and cannot be used for the data analysis of general samples. In this

work, the characteristic length KPore of periodic nanoporous thin films is extracted by comparing the

predictions of phonon Monte Carlo simulations and the kinetic relationship using bulk phonon mean

free paths modified by KPore. Under strong ballistic phonon transport, KPore is also extracted by

the Monte Carlo ray-tracing method for graphene with periodic nanopores. The presented model can

be widely used to analyze the measured thermal conductivities of such nanoporous structures.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4959984]

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, nanoporous thin films have been widely

studied for their potential applications in thermoelectrics,1–17

gas sensors,18 and thermal management.19–21 For thermo-

electrics, the effectiveness of a material is evaluated by its

thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT), defined as ZT¼ S2rT/k,

where S, r, k, and T represent Seebeck coefficient, electrical

conductivity, thermal conductivity, and absolute tempera-

ture, respectively.22 In semiconducting thermoelectric mate-

rials, k can be further split into the lattice contribution kL and

electronic contribution kE. By introducing periodic nano-

pores, the lattice thermal conductivity kL can be largely

suppressed in these samples but bulk-like S2r can still

be conserved, leading to enhanced thermoelectric perfor-

mance.4,8 A room-temperature ZT� 0.4 has been reported

for nanoporous Si films with pitch of 55 nm and 35% poros-

ity, in which the measured k values are two orders of magni-

tude lower than that of the bulk Si.8 Besides thin films,

periodic nanopores or even atomic pores can also be pat-

terned on two-dimensional (2D) materials such as graphene

to improve its ZT, which is also called graphene antidot latti-

ces (GALs) in the literature.23 With down to �1 nm periods,

an electronic band gap can be possibly opened in semimetal

graphene to dramatically increase its low S and thus S2r.

Combined with the kL reduction, ZT� 1.0 at 300 K has been

predicted for GALs24 though experimental validation is still

lacking.

Theoretically, numerous efforts have been dedicated to

explaining the observed kL reduction of nanoporous Si thin

films, with pores drilled either with a focused ion beam or

reactive ion etching (RIE). Considering particle-like pho-

nons, frequency-dependent phonon Monte Carlo (MC) simu-

lations were carried out to compute kL, in which diffusive

phonon scattering by rough pore edges and bulk phonon

mean free paths (MFPs) were assumed.10,11 However, it was

found that kL was often lower than predictions by phonon

MC simulations for fine porous structures. This divergence is

attributed to two new mechanisms, i.e., phonon coherence

and pore-edge defects.25 First, periodic nanopores may lead

to modified phonon dispersion due to coherent interference

of lattice vibrations as waves, which reduces the phonon

group velocities and therefore kL.3,4,14,15 Considering the

wave nature of phonons, this so-called “phononic effect”

leads to reduced kL in a superlattice with periodic interfa-

ces.26–28 However, the impact of phononic effects is negligi-

ble in the measured nanoporous films with a period that is

much larger than the dominant phonon wavelength k (�1 nm

for Si at 300 K (Ref. 22)). In comparable superlattices with

well-defined periodic interfaces, phonon coherence is impor-

tant only for sub-10 nm periods at 300 K, whereas diffusive

phonon scattering by interfaces is dominant for larger peri-

ods.29,30 Consistently, more recent analysis shows that diffu-

sive pore-edge phonon scattering is sufficient to explain the

data of nanoporous films with feature sizes larger than

100 nm at 300 K.31 As the second mechanism, pore-edge

amorphization and oxidation, as found in real Si thin films,8

may largely affect kL for fine nanoporous structures.1 Such

amorphous and surface oxidation layers usually have a few

nm thickness. In practice, these pore-edge defects will

slightly expand the effective pore diameter in phonon MC

simulations.32

Assuming diffusive phonon scattering by pore edges, kL

can be predicted using the kinetic relationship by modifyinga)Electronic mail: qinghao@email.arizona.edu
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the bulk phonon MFPs with the characteristic length KPore of

the nanoporous structure. Similar treatment has been taken

for nanowires, in which the nanowire diameter is used to

modify the bulk phonon MFPs.33 Along this line, the phonon

MC ray tracing (MCRT) method has been employed to

extract either KPore for nanoporous bulk materials34 or the

modified phonon MFPs for porous films.13 However, the

extracted KPore often leads to divergence between kL pre-

dicted by the kinetic relationship and phonon MC simula-

tions considering frequency-dependent phonon MFPs. On

the other hand, extracting the modified phonon MFPs for a

given structure dimension is very time-consuming when

frequency-dependent phonon MFPs are considered.

Instead of modifying phonon MFPs, kL can be directly

provided by phonon MC simulations that track the detailed

phonon movement and scattering processes.10,11,31,32,35

Other kL predictions are based on the numerical6,7,36,37 and

analytical38,39 solutions of the phonon Boltzmann transport

equation (BTE). However, these studies are still complicated

and cannot be used for the thermal analysis of general sam-

ples with varied porous structures.

In this work, nanoporous films with sub-100 nm to sub-

micron feature sizes are modeled for the in-plane kL.

Specular phonon reflection by the top and bottom surfaces of

a film is assumed so that the film thickness does not have

any influence on kL. In real thin films, it should be noted that

certain film-boundary roughness can introduce partially dif-

fusive phonon scattering and thus lower kL at reduced film

thickness.40–43 When the film thickness is comparable or

even smaller than the size of the porous structure, more accu-

rate modeling may further consider the film-boundary scat-

tering of phonons.13 Assuming smooth film boundaries and

rough pore edges, an effective KPore is extracted by directly

comparing the kL predicted by phonon MC simulations and

the kinetic relationship. Classical phonon size effects are

considered because phonon coherence can become critical

only for sub-10 nm periods at 300 K or higher temperatures.

The study is further extended to atomic-thick materials with

periodic pores and dominant ballistic phonon transport. In

this case, the cross-plane-component of the phonon group

velocity is fixed at zero. In general, the extracted KPore can

be widely used for the thermal analysis of nanoporous thin

films. The simple analysis based on the kinetic relationship

can replace the time-consuming phonon MC simulations

considering frequency-dependent phonon MFPs.

II. CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH AND ITS VALIDATION

A. Analytical model for kL and correction factors

The lattice thermal conductivity kL of a nanoporous

material is computed based on the kinetic relationship

kL ¼
1

3
F uð Þ

X3

i¼1

ðxmax;i

0

ci xð Þvg;i xð ÞKi xð Þdx; (1)

where FðuÞ is the correction factor for porosity u, x is the

phonon angular frequency, the subscript i indicates the pho-

non branch, ciðxÞ is the spectral volumetric phonon specific

heat, vg;iðxÞ is the phonon group velocity, and KiðxÞ is the

modified phonon MFP for branch i and angular frequency x.

Only three acoustic branches are considered here because the

optical phonon contribution is negligible due to their small

group velocities. Based on the Matthiessen’s rule, KiðxÞ is

modified from the bulk phonon MFP KBulk; iðxÞ as

1

Ki xð Þ ¼
1

KBulk; i xð Þ þ
1

KPore
; (2)

in which KPore is the characteristic length of the porous

structure. The focus of this study is to better predict KPore for

general two-dimensional periodic porous structures.

For a bulk material with cubically aligned spherical

pores, the correction factor FðuÞ is proposed by Eucken,

given as44,45

F uð Þ ¼
1� u

1þ u=2
: (3)

For a bulk material with cubic pores, FðuÞ is changed to the

Russell factor46

F uð Þ ¼
1� u2=3

1þ u� u2=3
: (4)

Despite their usage in porous thin films,2,8,13 these factors

were only derived for three-dimensional (3D) bulk porous

materials. For porous thin films, Fourier analysis was thus

carried out to compute FðuÞ for different pore configurations

with u < 30%.7 Using the Analysis System (ANSYS) pack-

age, here FðuÞ is computed for macroscale 2D porous struc-

tures with a wider u range (Fig. 1). At very high porosities,

the accurate FðuÞ may diverge from the Eucken or Russell

factors by up to 33%.

B. KPore prediction for ballistic phonon transport
within periodic porous thin films

One way to extract KPore for a given porous structure is

by the MCRT method. In this method, a single period is nor-

mally selected as the computational domain, with the pore in

FIG. 1. New correction factors for GALs and nanoporous thin films with

through-film pores, in comparison with the Russell model and Eucken

model.
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its center. Phonons randomly distributed within the domain

will move with their own velocities. For simplicity, the same

velocity vg is assigned to all phonons. Phonons hitting the

left or right boundaries of the domain will re-enter the

domain from the opposite boundary by shifting the phonon

location with the domain length. Phonons incident on other

domain boundaries will be specularly reflected, whereas the

pore edge will diffusively scatter the phonons. The above

boundary conditions are consistent with phonon MC simula-

tions for thin films, in which heat flows from the left bound-

ary to the right boundary. No phonon-phonon scattering is

considered here. The pore edge scattering will reset the trav-

eling direction of phonons, the detailed treatment for circular

pores is given in Appendix A and the treatment for rectangu-

lar pores has been provided in earlier studies.10,11

Within a certain time step Dt, the percentage of phonons

not scattered by the pore edge (PUnscatt) will be used to com-

pute KPore
47

KPore ¼
tgDt

ln
1

PUnscatt

� � : (5)

For better accuracy, several million phonons are typically

used in the MCRT method, and more than 5000 time steps

are carried out to obtain an average PUnscatt. The time step Dt
is reduced to roughly KPore=10vg, and no influence on KPore

is found. As a geometry-determined value, the dimensionless

K�Pore ¼ KPore=p changes within 1& in all simulated cases

with the same porosity and pore shape, regardless of the

period p and film thickness.

Without MC simulations, KPore can also be estimated by

the mean beam length (MBL) for an enclosure, which is

widely used in radiation. Under the optically thin limit, the

MBL is given as48

MBL ¼ 4V

S
; (6)

where the solid-region volume V and pore surface area S can

be evaluated for a given porous structure. Here, MBL

assumes ballistic phonon transport within a 3D enclosure,

while phonons in the MCRT simulation start from random

locations within the nanoporous material. Despite the differ-

ence in their definitions, the MCRT method and MBL give

identical K�Pore for thin films with either square or circular

pores, as shown in Fig. 2. In addition, this K�Pore is indepen-

dent of the period p and film thickness.

It should also be noted that KPore can be estimated fol-

lowing the derivation of the gas molecule MFPs based on the

diameter and number density of these molecules.22 In previous

studies, the same process is used to derive the phonon MFPs

due to nanoparticle scattering within a particle-in-a-host nano-

composite.49 For 2D porous structures, similar process gives

KPore ¼
p2

d
¼ pd

4u
; (7)

in which d is the diameter of a circular pore. However, this

characteristic length becomes invalid when u is close to 1. In

principle, KPore approaches zero at u ! 1, but Eq. (7) pre-

dicts a nonzero KPore value for u � 1. Due to the error at high

u values, this KPore will not be used in the following analysis.

C. Effective KPore for periodic nanoporous thin films

Although KPore extracted in Section II B can be used in

Eq. (2), the computed kL by Eq. (1) is often found to be less

accurate.34 This divergence can be attributed to the usage of

the Matthiessen’s rule to add boundary scattering that is

intrinsically different from the internal phonon scattering

inside a material.22 The MCRT method can also be used to

directly extract the modified phonon MFP KiðxÞ by further

considering the internal phonon scattering. In this case, the

shorter free traveling distance of phonons by internal and

boundary scattering is selected and averaged to yield the

reduced phonon MFPs.13 However, such KiðxÞ selection

violates the Matthiessen’s rule that assumes independent

scattering mechanisms.50

To be consistent with the Matthiessen’s rule, KPore in

Eq. (2) can be adjusted so that kL predicted by Eq. (1) can

exactly match kL computed by frequency-dependent phonon

MC simulations. This provides a simple way to extract the

effective KPore. The phonon MC simulation adopts the recently

proposed deviational phonon MC technique51 to improve the

computational efficiency. As input parameters, an isotropic

phonon dispersion is assumed and is taken from that for the

(001) direction. The frequency-dependent bulk phonon MFPs

are modified from that computed by first principles for the

whole k space.52 It is found that the reported scattering rates for

the normal and Umklapp processes of transverse acoustic pho-

nons should be both divided by 1.72 to fit the first-principles

data, with all other parameters unchanged. The corresponding

relaxation times of phonon-phonon scattering is given in

Appendix B and more details can be found in our previous

studies.53 Nanoporous Si thin films with aligned square and cir-

cular pores are computed as representative cases, with the

period p of 50–500 nm and the porosity u of roughly 4%–80%.

Within most of these simulated cases, the dimensionless K�Pore

changes within less than 5% for the same u, as shown in

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The averaged K�Pore value is used in Eq. (2)

and then Eq. (1) for kL predictions. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the

model predictions using K�Pore (solid lines) agree well with

FIG. 2. Porosity-dependent K�Pore given by the MCRT method and MBL.
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frequency-dependent phonon MC simulations (symbols). The

overall divergence is less than 5%.

The averaged K�Pore curve is further validated with Ge

nanoporous thin films. Same as Si, the (001) direction pho-

non dispersion is enforced for all directions. Again the scat-

tering rates for the normal and Umklapp processes of the

transverse acoustic phonons are reduced by a factor of 1.72

to exactly fit the first-principles calculations for the whole k
space52 (see Appendix B). In Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), good agree-

ment is found for Ge thin films with aligned square and

cylindrical pores, respectively. For both Si and Ge, their

frequency-dependent phonon MFPs span from nanometers to

micrometers. Similar phonon MFP spectra can also be found

in many other materials.54,55 Therefore, the provided K�Pore

curve can be accurate for nanoporous thin films of a variety

of materials, such as oxides and nitrides.

In comparison, all cases in Figs. 4(a)–4(d) are recomputed

using KPore by the MCRT method or the identical MBL. It is

clear that kL is overestimated in this case. However, KPore

using the MBL can become accurate when extremely strong

ballistic phonon transport exists, such as GALs with ultrafine

porous structures and intrinsically long bulk phonon MFPs.

More discussions will be given in Section II D.

In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the averaged K�Pore is plotted as a

function of the porosity u and dimensionless volumetric sur-

face area A*, respectively. The MCRT or MBL K�Pore values

are also plotted for comparison purpose. Here A*¼ p�A and

A is the volumetric pore-surface area. In Fig. 5(a), it can be

observed that K�Pore values for different pore shapes start to

deviate at u around 25%. In Fig. 5(b), such divergence

occurs above A* around 1.2. In both figures, the MCRT/

MBL results are generally above the extracted K�Pore, except

for square pores with u > 55%.

D. Effective KPore for GALs with sub-100 nm porous
structures

The proposed strategy for phonon transport analysis can

be easily extended to GALs with sub-100 nm structure sizes,

as often encountered in experimental studies.56 As discussed

earlier, phononic effects are not important for such structure

sizes above 300 K. As a simple case, internal phonon scatter-

ing can be neglected for sub-100 nm neck width between

adjacent pores because only �5% thermal conductivity is

contributed by phonons with MFPs less than 70 nm in pristine

graphene.57 It should be noted that the most reliable kL of

graphene-based structures can be computed with ab initio
phonon studies.58–63 However, these studies are infeasible for

the proposed structure size due to extremely high computa-

tional load. Similar to thin films, kL estimation is carried out

here, assuming ballistic phonon transport within the GAL.

Because phonons only have two degrees of freedom in

2D graphene, K�Pore is shorter than the values for nanoporous

thin films. Figure 6(a) shows the extracted K�Pore for circular

pores. Following the idea of MBL,

KPore ¼ C
p2 � p d=2ð Þ2

pd
(8)

is anticipated. By fitting the MCRT data, a constant C value

of 3.4 is found for circular pores.

For graphene, the detailed derivation of kL can be found

in previous studies.64 Following this, Eq. (1) is changed to

kL �
1

2
F uð ÞKPore

X
i;q

ð
ci qð Þvg;i qð Þ=tNX; (9)

where N is the number of wave vector q in the first Brillouin

zone, X is area of a unit cell, and t is the graphene thickness as

0.335 nm. Here, the factor 1/3 in Eq. (1) is changed to 1/2 due

to the reduced degree of freedom and FðuÞ is still taken from

Fig. 1. In graphene, acoustic phonon branches include the

out-of-plane, transverse, and longitudinal branches. Instead of

simplified phonon dispersions, the exact phonon dispersion

of pristine graphene is used in Eq. (9) and is computed

with Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)65 and

Phonopy package.66 Figure 6(b) shows HðTÞ ¼
P

i;q

Ð
ciðqÞ

vg;iðqÞ=tNX that can be used for quick thermal analysis when

ballistic phonon transport and noncoherent phonons can be

assumed within GALs.

For reduced structure sizes and/or temperatures, pho-

nonic effects may become critical and the modified phonon

dispersion should be employed in the calculation. Similar

treatment can be found for nanoporous Si thin films.14 In a

more rigorous treatment, the characteristic length KPore

may also be changed due to partially specular and partially

FIG. 3. Porosity- and period-dependent K�Pore as extracted by matching the

kinetic relationship in Eq. (1) with frequency-dependent phonon MC simula-

tions on nanoporous Si thin films: (a) square pores and (b) circular pores.
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diffusive pore-edge scattering of phonons. Specular phonon

reflection by pore edges is required for phononic effects

because diffusive phonon scattering by pore edges will

destroy the phonon phase information and thus the phonon

coherence, as suggested for the interfacial phonon scattering

within superlattice thin films.67 More discussions are given

in Section II E.

When defects exist, the internal phonon scattering should

also be considered because the phonon MFPs can be reduced

below the neck width between pores. In this case, Eq. (9)

should be replaced by Eq. (1), except for the beginning 1/3

factor replaced by 1/2. The phonon relaxation times for differ-

ent scattering mechanisms can be found in the literature.64

Based on previous analysis on nanoporous Si and Ge films,

some overestimation is anticipated for kL based on MCRT/

MBL KPore values. More accurate predictions can be obtained

from phonon MC simulations using the ab initio three phonon

scattering operator68 instead of the single-mode relaxation

time approximation in the derivation Eq. (9).64 For graphene,

it has been pointed out that the single-mode relaxation time

approximation fails to reproduce the details of phonon-

phonon scattering from ab initio modeling.58,61–63

E. Partially specular and partially diffusive phonon
scattering on pore edges

This work mainly focuses on rough pore edges with

completely diffusive phonon scattering. At cryogenic

temperatures, however, specular pore-edge phonon scatter-

ing becomes important when pore-edge roughness becomes

much smaller than the dominant phonon wavelength kd as

1:48�hvS=kBT.69 Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the

absolute temperature, �h is Planck’s constant divided by 2p,

and vS is the sound velocity.

As an extreme case, completely specular phonon reflec-

tion on pore edges is assumed to recalculate the MCRT

curves in Fig. 2 but the variation of KPore is within 1% for

both samples with circular and square pores. However, KPore

simply by the MCRT method does not consider the phonon

momentum loss that introduces thermal resistance along the

heat flow direction. To check this influence, the curves in

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are recalculated in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)

with frequency-dependent phonon MC simulations, assum-

ing atomically smooth pore edges and thus completely spec-

ular pore-edge phonon reflection. For both square and

circular pores, smooth pore edges lead to higher kL values,

particularly for square pores with two side walls parallel to

the heat flow direction.

III. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The kL values predicted using extracted K�Pore in

Fig. 5(a) is compared with representative experimental data

on Si thin films drilled by deep RIE2,8,15 or electrolytic etch-

ing70 along the cross-plane direction. Here, electrolytic etch-

ing is anticipated to introduce more surface defects to further

FIG. 4. Predicted kL of thin films with aligned pores, using K�Pore averaged over the three curves in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) (solid lines), and the MRCT/MBL

method (dashed lines): (a) square pores in Si, (b) circular pores in Si, (c) square pores in Ge, and (d) circular pores in Ge. The symbols are data from

frequency-dependent phonon MC simulations.
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lower kL, as suggested for rough silicon nanowires formed

by electroless etching.71

Figure 8 compares the measured in-plane kL of nanopo-

rous thin films (symbols) with the model predictions for corre-

sponding periods (curves). Although the employed K�Pore is

extracted for nanoporous silicon films with 50–500 nm peri-

ods, the model prediction (red curve) agrees well with the data

for a nanoporous Si thin film with 4 lm period (red square).2

For a series of nanoporous Si thin films with p¼ 500–900 nm

and d¼ 213–532 nm,15 the experimental data (green X) are

generally higher than the predicted upper and lower bounds

(green curves). For nanoporous silicon films with hexagonally

aligned pores and pitch of 55–350 nm,8 the corresponding

period is computed as 48–296 nm for a square array based on

the porosity (u¼ 35%) and pore diameter. In general, the mea-

surement data (purple circles) are lower than the predictions

(purple lines).

Besides pores drilled by deep RIE, heavily doped silicon

films with electrolytically etched pores70 are also modeled.

For these samples, the electrical resistivity of 1–5 mX cm

corresponds to boron doping range of 2.1� 1019 to 1.16

� 1020 cm�3. In these samples, phonons are also scattered by

the inserted dopant atoms, their associated strain fields, and

other unknown defects. The corresponding phonon scattering

rate is given as s�1
I ðxÞ ¼ ax4.72 The constant a combines the

above three scattering mechanisms. For n-type single-crystal

silicon films of comparable doping levels, a ranges from

6.2� 10�45 to 1.46� 10�44 s3.73 Without more accurate val-

ues, a is set to be 1.0� 10�44 s3. For these films, pores have

10–100 nm diameters, but the neck width between adjacent

pores is constantly around 10 nm. Based on the porosity and

neck width, the averaged period p is estimated as 78 nm (solid

black curve). In general, the experimental data are lower than

the predictions, which can be attributed to the increased pore-

edge defects introduced by wet etching. In molecular dynamic

simulations on nanoporous thin films, the impact of amor-

phous pore edges has been emphasized.1 Similar effects have

been suggested as the mechanism for the 100-fold kL reduction

of rough silicon nanowires.74 With �10 nm neck width as the

characteristic length, phonon confinement may also lead to

modified phonon dispersion, which will reduce the phonon

group velocities and thus kL.75–77 More experimental studies

may be carried out on films with varied feature sizes of the

porous structure to elucidate these effects.

IV. SUMMARY

In this work, the characteristic length KPore for nanopo-

rous thin films and GALs is extracted for phonon transport

analysis. Despite the definition difference, KPore acquired by

the MCRT method is identical with the MBL that can be eas-

ily computed for a porous structure. The MCRT/MBL KPore

values are accurate with ballistic phonon transport. When

phonon scattering within the material is still important, these

KPore values are generally higher than those extracted by

matching the kinetic model with the prediction from phonon

FIG. 5. Extracted K�Pore (solid lines) and MCRT/MBL K�Pore (dashed lines) as

a function of: (a) porosity u and (b) dimensionless volumetric surface area A*.
FIG. 6. (a) Extracted K�Pore of GALs by the MCRT method (symbols) and

the fitted MBL expression (line). (b) Computed HðTÞ function for pristine

graphene.
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MC simulations. It is found that the dimensionless K�Pore

can be applied to these nanoporous structures up to a certain

porosity or dimensionless volumetric pore-surface area,

regardless of the pore shape and porous structure size. In addi-

tion, the widely used Eucken and Russell factors for porosity

influence is also corrected by Fourier analysis for 2D porous

structures and large divergence has been found at high porosi-

ties. Using the extracted K�Pore, the predicted kL is in good

agreement with the frequency-dependent phonon MC simula-

tions for both nanoporous Si and Ge thin films. The

predictions also match well with some of the existing experi-

mental results. In contrast, K�Pore given by MCRT or MBL

often leads to overestimated kL, especially at high porosities.

The developed analytical model provides a simple

approach for kL calculations. The time-consuming phonon

MC simulations can thus be replaced with the new model for

both data analysis and materials design. Beyond phonon stud-

ies, the extracted K�Pore can also be used for electron model-

ing, in which the bulk electron MFPs can be modified to

predicted the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient.
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APPENDIX A: TREATMENT OF POROUS THIN FILMS
OR 2D MATERIALS IN PHONON MC SIMULATIONS
USING RECTANGULAR SUBCELLS

The computational domain, which is divided into identical

rectangular subcells, has to be modified to accommodate the

cylindrical pores. For subcells intercepting with the pore edge,

only the volume outside the pore will be used in the simula-

tion. This partial volume is evaluated by the MC technique.

First, at least half a million particles are randomly distributed

within each of these subcells. The percentage of the subcell

volume outside the pore is set as the percentage of particles

outside the sphere. This partial volume is employed in count-

ing the phonon energy density of each subcell, which is used

to update the subcell temperature during the simulation.10

For porous thin films, diffusive phonon reflection at

point A (Fig. 9 as the x-y plane projection) gives the new

traveling direction as

FIG. 7. Predicted kL of thin films with aligned (a) square pores and (b) circu-

lar pores. The dashed lines are for smooth pore edges with complete specular

phonon reflection, whereas the solid lines are for rough pore edges with

complete diffusive phonon reflection.

FIG. 8. Comparison between experimental results and the model predictions. FIG. 9. Traveling direction reset of phonons diffusively reflected by a pore edge.
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k
*

0 ¼
kx

ky

kz

2
4

3
5 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p

ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� R1

p
Þ cos ð2pR2Þ

ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� R1

p
Þ sin ð2pR2Þ

2
64

3
75; (A1)

where R1 and R2 are two random numbers between 0 and 1.

For phonon scattered at point B on the pore edge, the out-

bound k
*

f can be obtained by rotating k
*

0 from point A by an

angle / to point B within the same x-y plane. As a result, k
*

f

is described as

k
*

f ¼
kx cos /� ky sin /

ky cos /þ kx sin /

kz

2
64

3
75: (A2)

For 2D porous materials such as GALs, kz is fixed at zero

and R2 in Eq. (A1) is randomly set as 0 or 1. The same proce-

dure can then be used to find k
*

f .

APPENDIX B: PHONON SCATTERING RATES
OF BULK SI AND GE

In all simulations, an isotropic phonon dispersion is

assumed and is taken along the (001) direction for bulk sili-

con and germanium. The overall phonon relaxation time

siðxÞ for branch i, defined as KBulk;iðxÞ/vg;iðxÞ, is computed

based on the Matthiessen’s rule

s�1
i ðxÞ ¼ s�1

I ðxÞ þ s�1
i;NðxÞ þ s�1

i;UðxÞ; (B1)

where sIðxÞ, si;NðxÞ, and si;UðxÞ are the relaxation times of

impurity scattering, normal process, and Umklapp process,

respectively. All utilized parameters are summarized in

Table I for reference. The detailed expressions of these

relaxation times are given below.

For undoped samples, sIðxÞ is only due to isotope atoms

and is given as78

sI
�1 xð Þ ¼ p

6
V0gx2

X
i

Di xð Þ; (B2)

where V0 is the averaged volume per atom, g is the mass var-

iance determined by the composition, and DiðxÞ is the pho-

non density of states for branch i. In the low-frequency limit

(x ! 0), Eq. (B2) will degrade to the widely used formula-

tion, s�1
I ðxÞ ¼ ax4.72

Based on first-principles calculations on bulk Si and Ge,

the relaxation times of the momentum-conserved normal

process and momentum-non-conserved Umklapp process are

calculated as52

s�1
p;NðxÞ ¼ Ap;Nð�hxÞ2T½1� exp ð�3T=HDÞ�; (B3)

s�1
p;UðxÞ ¼ Ap;Uð�hxÞ4T½1� exp ð�3T=HDÞ�; (B4)

in which �h is the Planck’s constant divided by 2p, T is

the absolute temperature, HD is the Debye temperature, and

Ap;N=U is material-dependent coefficient. With Eq. (1), Ap;N=U

values are determined by fitting the temperature-dependent kL

values for the LA and TA branches, both extracted from the

same first-principles calculations.79 Because the phonon dis-

persions are enforced to be isotropic here, it is found that the

reported ATA;N and ATA;U values need to be divided by 1.72 to

fit the first-principles kL;TA data computed for the whole k
space, whereas ALA;N and ALA;U values are unaffected.
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